BILLBOARD &
WHEELS

Genius is play, and man’s capacity for achieving
genius is infinite, and many may achieve genius only
through play.
(William Saroyan)

TablesWin produces fully customizable gaming tables and casino equipment.
TablesWin represents the connection between technology, design and art.
A company born as derived by the “Meneghetti Mobili” furniture brand, an
established artisan joinery from Bassano already present in the market for 30 years.
From the union between experience and the freshness of new technology
emerges TablesWin, a company that can create the “sartorial” product, stitched
to perfection on the desire of the customer. An enchanting result, thanks to the use
of the best raw materials and to a maniacal pursuit of perfection in the details.
TablesWin reinvents the craftsmanship, building to the manufacturing tradition
and also through the use of the most modern technologies, thanks to the main
company’s engine: the passion and devotion to a complex craft. Charming and
immortal TablesWin is able to design and develop products that go beyond the
simple object, becoming true masterpieces.

B I L L B OA R D

FOCUS
CUSTOMIZABLE
Have your own
style, customize it!
BILLBOARD
This customizable billboard takes less than 1 second
to discover the winning result. It can work with three
types of connection: a manual input, a built in
sensor or a webcam.
Billboard can have also two optionals: live streaming
where players can follow their favourite sports and
the display croupier where he can change the
information shown on the billboard.

FAST READING
Less than 1 second to
discover the winning result.

CONNECTION
OPTIONAL
LIVE STREAMING
Follow your favourite
sports while you are
playing at the gaming
table.

DISPLAY CROUPIER
Can change information
on the fly shown on
the billboard through a
touchscreen display.

MANUAL INPUT
Manual entry
option via number
keypad.

BUILT IN SENSOR
Connect with built-in sensor
roulette wheels.

WEBCAM
Connect through a camera based
system to standard tables.

CASINÒ LOGO
The casino’s logo and colors can
be integrated into the display to
enhance brand identity.

PAY TABLES
Betting limits can be
preloaded into the display,
allowing the dealer to quickly
change paytable when
necessary.
VIDEO ANIMATION
Shows the winning number.

NUMBER LISTING
Shows the last winning numbers.

HOT/COOL NUMBERS
Shows the last hot and cool
numbers calculated on the
last 300 games.

CUSTOM ADVERTISING
Display promotional material
and custom advertising.
BILLBOARD - INTERFACE
Billboard’s interface is customizable. Casinò can
change logo and color to enhance brand identity.
With our billboard you can show the last winning
number and the hot and cool numbers, you can
show the animation of the winning number and you
can show and change paytable when it’s necessary.
You can also display promotional material and
custom advertising and show live stream (optional).

CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
Available in three different dimensions:
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LIVE VIDEO
Billboards can receive
multiple live video
streams and display them
anywhere on the screen.

LOGIN SESSION
For every session login credentials
are needed
MIN/MAX MANAGEMENT
Easily manage minimum and
maximum bets
LAST WINNING NUMBER
Manually add/edit/delete last
winning number.
CLOSE CROUPIER/TABLE
Can close croupier session or open/
close a table.

BILLBOARD - DISPLAY CROUPIER
For every gaming session croupier can open and
close the table and in each session login credentials
are needed. Croupier can easily manage minimum
and maximum bets and also add, edit or delete last
winning number.

REPORT FUNCTION
General settings of the tables
Advertising management
Statistics collection
TABLE’S REMOTE SETUP
This function allows to perform a cross-check of
the data regarding the croupiers and the tables.
Using the drop down menu all game data can
be analyzed by period, table, etc. (opening/
closing, crupier assignment, customization min/
max)
REPORT CROUPIER
Spin
Total collection
CROUPIER MANAGEMENT
Numbers list
Hot and cool numbers
ID Croupier
Name
State
TABLE REPORT
Numbers released list
BILLBOARD - BACK END
Tableswin Back-End is designed to run in conjunction
with the Billboard Display and Billwin software.
Accessing data through a local or wide area
network, the software allows permitted users to
follow the trend of the tables.

TABLES MANAGEMENT
Total spin
Total collection
ID Table
Name
State

ROULETTE WHEELS

CARBON
Live roulette wheel with single zero, wooden
cylinder and dome made from MDF in black
varnish finish.
Ball track made with carbon effect material, 8
diamonds, separator ring, diamonds and turret
in copper finish.

VISION

Exclusive and custom-made roulette wheels.
All TablesWin Roulette wheels are handcrafted from
the turret down to the wheel bowl.

Standard automated roulette wheel consisting
of aluminium bowl (stator), aluminium plate
(rotor), separator ring made from a single piece
of brass, cone, turret, main motor, cone lifting
device, and a ball launching device.
All metal parts are made using CNC technology.

LEGAL HEAD OFFICE
Via San Giovanni Bosco 41
Cassola - 36022
Vicenza - Italy

CONTACTS
Tableswin S.r.l
Gaming Tables &
Casino Equipment

OPERATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
www.tables-win.com
Via Rambolina 5

info@tableswin.com

Bassano del Grappa

+39 0424 533831

36061 - Vicenza - Italy

VAT NR. 03988060244

